Slovakia

1. Best moments from the camp? 5 moments
Answers of our kids were similar, so I put them together. Here is the summary of the most
memorable moments from Tesáre Camp.
Ema, Soňa, Alexandra, Tamara, Monika, Denisa, Tereza, Laura, Pavol, Tomáš.
Water-fighting with small water guns.
Playing volleyball all together.
Barbecue party, making our own dinner.
The trip to Energoland Mochovce. I have never seen a place like this before.
Walking tour to Babica. Trip to the local ZOO.
Of course, disco.
Meeting old friends, making new ones, being among friends – the best feeling.
When we all danced together according to one choreography.
I loved the afternoons full of sport activities and outdoor activities.
Trip to school in Radošina. We saw the place where our friends get their education.
Morning exercises – the best way of starting a new day.
PRESENTS! 
Whole programme was wonderful – we visited different places every day.
Boat trip was a highlight. Everything looks different when You are sailing with a wind in Your
hair.
Bedtime songs.
Making small boats from different materials and setting them sail on the small water stream.
Meeting a friend, who do I exchange letters with, – my pen pal.
2. What did you learn in camp? 5 facts
I have learnt a lot about people from different countries.
I tried my communication skills by using English in order to talk to my friends.
I have learnt new games and I am teaching my classmates how to play them back at home at
my school now.
I realised the importance of knowledge of foreign languages.
I have learnt new English words.
I liked that we always worked in different teams, with other children, so we have all become
friends.
There were many new games from kids from other countries.
My ability to speak English is much better now.
Even if I don’t know how to say something, I use my hands and if it is necessary even my legs
to express myself 
3. How did I meet new friends? How did I take contact and why did I do it?
There was a boy, who invited me to his volleyball team. We started to talk and became
friends.

There was an activity focused on introducing ourselves and after that we played games and
talked more.
I was sitting new to one boy and we started to talk. The next day we happened to be in the
same sport team and from that moment we spent a lot of time together.
While travelling to a trip by bus there were girls sitting in front of me playing an interesting
game. I asked them to teach me how to play it and they invited me to play with them. That’s
how we’ve become friends.
I found new friends during playing volleyball.
My new friends came from the group I was in during making handcrafts. We helped each
other with creating a crossroads.
In the evening of the first day we were waiting for the children from distant countries to
arrive to the camp. Once the buses arrived, my pen pal got off the bus and we recognized
each other. We smiled at each other, started conversation with short sentences and we
became friend for the rest of the week. We were all the time together.
4. What advice would you give for the pupils who are going to next camp?
- Focus on learning English, it is really essential.
- Be happy that You are the chosen one, because it will really be the time of Your life.
- Don’t hesitate to use Your English. It’s better to say something, even if it is wrong, than
be silent.
- Take Your good mood with You and enjoy everything.
- You absolutely don’t need Your cell phone. You will be surprised how easy the life is
without it.
5. When I go to camp I need to think about
- Talk, talk, talk in English
- What do I need to take with me? Think in advance.
- Where am I going to stay?
- What is the weather going to be like?
- I will need some money to buy presents for family.
- Going to the camp is an opportunity for me, so I will take my good mood with me.
- Dancing and singing will happen on daily basis.
- I need to behave.
- I have to be talkative and good in socializing.
I don´t need:
Cell phone
Many unnecessary things
Brilliant English, basics in enough
To be a good dancer. I will learn it there.
Other languages.
For parents
1. What did your child tell about the camp?
She was very grateful for being chosen to go to the camp, because she loved it.

He kept on talking about everything new and interesting he experienced.
My son had a wonderful time full of entertainment; he would love to go again. He was a
little bit sad that he hadn’t met his pen pal.
My daughter found many new friends and described the place as wonderful.
She was full of new experiences and nice memories.
She was surprised how easy it was to communicate in English and understand other kids.
She loved the trips and programme.
My son really liked everything; especially new interesting places which they visited.
2. How would you prepare your kids for camp?
Maybe some games like cards would be a nice idea what to pack for my kids besides
clothes.
Encourage them to use English.
Don’t forget to tell him to behave, spend more time supervising his English studies,
prepare small presents for new friends.
Pack his suitcase by myself.
Repeat and go through the most important phrases in English language.
Check and pack all the necessary things.
Remind him of good behaviour and respecting teachers’ authority.
Make a list of the most important English phrases, teach him some English songs,
motivate and encourage him in using English.
3. What do you expect from a camp?
Nice place to stay, improving some skills, meeting new friends.
Making new friends, meeting old friends and pen pals, learning new phrases in English.
Taking a little rest from school – reward for good performance, learning new things,
meeting new people.
Having fun.
New experiences, friendships, gaining independence, new knowledge, skills.
Improvement in English language.
4. What information would you like to get before the camp?
Daily programme
A list if important things.
Brief information about the food provided.
Free comments:
I am really happy about incorporation of kids with special needs. My son has learnt how
to respect them and how to treat them. He admired them for their ability to manage
daily issues with almost no troubles.
I would appreciate providing us with an e-mail address, so kids could be able to
communicate also on private level.
We have experienced the importance of English language and need to learn language
every day.

Why is the camp important?
Teachers
The importance of the camp is based on the personal meetings and communication among
children. Activities during the camp leads children to learning about foreign countries and
people who live in them.
It is an excellent opportunity for making new friendships and supporting the existing ones.
Children learn about different countries via daily communication, they build understanding
for each other. They also improve their speaking skills. Teachers can also gain valuable
friendships.
Children visit different countries and experience life among its inhabitants without parents.
They se various interesting places, habits, traditions, and culture. They can as well improve
their communication skills. What is more, new friendships are being created and countries
cooperate between each other.
Because of the necessity of knowing foreign language, children will understand how
important the education is for them.
The camp highlights importance of communication between teachers, teachers and pupils and
pupils. It is an easy way of making new friends, improving speaking in English. Another
important thing is that children will learn how to be responsible for their own actions, to be
more independent, built confidence and compare with their friends.
The camp also improves geographical knowledge of our children.
International camp can help to develop mutual understanding and creating friendly
atmosphere among nations.
How can I support a camp?
There is a way for everybody to support the camp in a different way according to everybody’s
skills and knowledge. Me, with my communication skills, I can help with translation.
We can help the coordinator with organization of various trips, activities, finding or creating
materials for games and free time activities.
Every person involved in the camp can help with creating the schedule and programme for the
camp. Based on our connections and contacts, we can help to find sponsors and publish
information about camp in local mass media.
We all need to participate on preparation of the camp. We should spend more time preparing
kids for this event.
Our physical presence during the camp is essential. More people can help each other in more
efficient way, which leads to satisfaction on both (children and teachers) sides.

Making tools and aids for various activities, getting technical support for the location in which
the camp takes place. We can also publish more information about the process of preparing
the camp on the web pages connected to our school or village.
Everybody can come with the ideas about activities. It is always better to have more options
to choose from. Try to incorporate the outdoor activites.

What does a camp need to be successful?
The absolutely essential is to have everything organized in a proper way, which means that
nothing can surprise You and You always have Plan B. This can only be done if You
cooperate with responsible people willing to help and sacrifice their free time for the camp
organization.
It needs creative and active people, who are ready to help whenever it is necessary. People,
who cooperate with each other, are full of new ideas and interested in the topic, like children
and like to be surrounded with friends.
Great cooperation, enthusiastic people and sponsors.
The base is children with knowledge of foreign language and willingness to use it in a daily
communication.
A team of main coordinators needs to be strong and it really needs to be a team, not one
person being responsible for all the actions. All teachers involved in this need to be ready to
sacrifice their free time in order to create nice programme, help with activities and have
enough energy to keep a track with children.
The location of the camp is also very important, stuff working in the area need to be children
friendly, targets need to be set in an appropriate way, not too high, not too low and they need
to be met.
The camp needs to be ready couple of weeks before it starts, all the participants need to be
carefully chosen and have to met certain expectations.

Camp needs happy, optimistic, funny people ready to work together and have a lot of fun.
Camp for me was:
-

A lifetime experience.
Visiting interesting places
Meeting old friends and making new ones
Learning about other cultures via songs, dances and games
Excellent opportunity to improve my language skills.
Time of fun, relax, having a good time, but also time to be responsible, helpful and
cooperative.

What did I learn in the camp?
How to treat people with different handicaps. I’ve learnt that even thou they are different,
their needs are the same and they also want to be happy. I’ve seen how kind, happy, skilful
and smart they can be.
Cooperation within mixed groups of children is great experience for our pupils.
The best way of how to learn foreign language is to use it in a daily communication and to be
forced to use it by being in the international environment.

Italy

Valutazione Campus in Slovacchia
Catia Parent



When was your best feeling?
All was perfect and marvelous, every day there was a new sensation, but the best for me was the
hiking day in the forest with all the kids and so freedom.

What wsa the best moment in the camp?
There were a lot of beautiful moments at the Camp, but the best for me was looking my son playing
and doing all the activities organizes from the teachers together all the other kids , also without
language and with his disability.
Free comment
I say a big thank you to all the teachers expecially to Slovakian team for the organization of the camp,
for the nice welcome and a nice stay.
Would you recommend the Camp for other kids?
Of course I recommend the Camp to all the kids because is an important experience for learning for
the life , how is the best for stay together.

Filippo Kid
5 best moments at the Camp
12345-

In the mine by the small train
The hiking day and the zoo park
The last day playing with the water
Volley ball with the other kids
The trip on the boat
What do you learn in the Camp? 5 facts
1-I learnt one Slovakian traditional dance
2-More training for volley ball
3- I learnt how make one small boat with stiks
4-I learnt how prepare a barbecue
5-I learnt to eat other kind of food
How I met new friends ? How did I take contact and why did I make contact?
I met lot of friends while we playing and doing the activities. I contact the new fiends with a
few of English, with mime and with eyes.
What advise would you give for the pupils who are going to next Camp?

For me was the first experience and my advise is to live mostly the time with the other kids
and to do all the activities .
When I go to camp I need to think about
Have all the necessary for the week
Follow the rules
To do all the games
I not to be
Rude
Arrogant
Obbedyent
Free comment
For me was a wonderful experience and I would like live again it.
Agon –kid
5 best moments at the camp
1-the dance
2- drawing the puzzle
3-The visit in the mine
4-the visit at the tractor factory
5-travel by bus
What did you learn in the camp? 5 facts
1-I learnt to play tennis with other kids and with Olga
2-I played football con oldest boys
3-I learnt the orienteering in some situation and in different places
4-I learnt some new games at the camp and in Radosina school
5-I learnt how to put out the fire with the firemen











Antonella Teacher that was at the camp
The camp was for me the realization of the Erasmus project , with the ideas of the second year .
The camp is also the building a big group for sharing the soul of the Erasmus.
What I learnt from the camp?
Stay very well together
To know the Slovakian area of Radosina
The power central
More about the beahvoir of the kids with the kids with special needs
More about the problems for the parents of the specil needs kids

Carolina : Teacher
The camp was for me a rich emotion experience and an opportunity for personal and professional
growth.
What I learnt from the Camp?
Thanks to the camp I sthengthened my idea with commitment and will everyone can reach the
results, sometime even inspired.

Olga Parent
1) When was your best feeling?
My best feeling at the camp was every day , in this marvelous experience . At the beginning I was so
scary about this new way for my soon, that has an hard disability, but day by day I love all the
activities and all the situations . rich of emotions.
2)What was the best moment in the Camp?
One of the best moment for me was the traditional dance and its training , all together , so simply ,
sometime without language , so peacefull and and happy .I never forget that imagine .
2) Free comment
3) The presence of our Special school at the Camp is very important also for the normal school, the
kids can understand a lot about kids with special needs and this is a great goal. Thanks to our
MAGIC teachers and to all for the organization of this event. Now we are more brave for the life.
4) Would you recommend the Camp for other kids?
I hope that this Project go on also in the future and that more kids can have this wonderful
experience.

Adriano: parent
When was your best feeling?
My best feeling was to see all the kids with 5 languages and 5 cultures play and live together without
problems
What was the best moment in the Camp?
During the week there were a lots of beautiful moments but for me the best was the visit to the
Ergoland , for the energy .
Free comment
I never forget the Camp , for me, one parent of the special school was amazing to see all the
organization for the pupils , I can make me important for my son and for the others.
Also I can see the great work of the teachers , every day and every night so carefull to all

Thank you
Would you recommend the Camp for other kids?
Of course I recommend the Camp to all the school in Europe, once year sure.

Questionary for the staff
Arianna- teacher
Why is the camp important?
Because The camp is an experience rich of emotions and sociable . The kids can travel, Know and
taste other kind of food.
How can could support a Camp?
For one international Camp I think more support could be sponsors and helping from the town
council.
What does a camp need to be successful?
First of available families and motivated teachers.

Marcella –teacher
Why the camp is important?
Because is one important occasion for stay together and to share a lots of experiences
How can could support a camp?
To take part more and more , also with hardest disability
What does a camp need to be successful?
A lot of enthusiasm and have risk and fun

Michela : Teacher
Why is the Camp important?
The campus is one experience that joins different cultures, traditions and languages so everybody
can became more rich and lively.
How I can could support a Camp?
We need of many sponsor public and private
What does a Camp need to be successful?

A Camp need of one perfect organization and of motivated people for working in .

Stefano :teacher
Why is the Camp important?
For social relations and intercultural change.
How I can could support a Camp?
With the cooperation of the families and private sponsor
What does a Camp need to be successful?
A lots of sport competitions and art exhibitions

Michele Ticchi, teacher – Italy


The camp was for me PURE ENERGY



What I learned from the camp is to BE OPEN to kids’needs and in every
situation

- Why is the camp important?
It’s practicing what’s been planned by the project, sharing experiences with different
nations groups. It’s helping kids living a great experience at best. It’s open air school
with lots of fun.
- How I can could support a camp?
When at school, sharing the experience as much as possible with colleagues and
parents of students and in the community.
In the project, I propose one day activity in the camp against bullism to promote
kindness, respect and understanding of others.

- What does a camp need to be successful?
-

Energy and motivation in those who are involved in
Good location and structures
A good programme of activities
Wow moments and surprises
Overcoming challenges of group work

Sweden

Evaluation camp in Slovakia. From Sweden.

Parents
What have your child told you about the camp?
How fun she had with her friends from school and the other participants at the
camp. Many fun activities, but she felt sorry for the animals at the zoo cause she
doesn’t think animal should be in cages. She has got an address to a girl from
Germany who she want to have further contact with. She would have loved to stay
longer at the camp, which is a good grade of how fun she has had at the camp.
He has only talked in positive terms about camp! Talked about the field trips ( a
specially about the owls) how the slept and about the other kids at the camp. He has
talked about the food and how different he think it was from our food, he reflect it
to be sweeter then our food.
Didn’t tell so much… was a bit tired : ) told about the food and the mine in the
evening.
He has told us how fun it and exiting it was to fly an airplane. How fun it was to meet
new friends. That it was fun to talk English but also how hard it was to both talk and
to understand everything sometimes. He talked a lot about the different thing he did
at the camp and the field trips. That it was very nice in Slovakia.
What they did during the week in Slovakia, what they ate and that she really liked
the camp a lot. Our daughter also told us that they were good at English and that
they got praise for it.

How did you prepare for camp?
We looked through the papers that he got home. Packed together the suitecase so
that he would know what and where all is, and talked about the travel in general and
what to do and not to do.
We went through what she would need at the camp and bought what was needed.
We checked some thing what its called in English and practise the vocabulary that
was send from school. Practise the song, both project song and EU song. And we told
her to stay with the group and not wonder off.

Very well prepared
Talked English practising some easy sentence. Supported and pushed him how fun it
will be. Packed the bag and talked about camp information from Pernilla.

We talked a lot about the trip. What was standing in the papers and went throw the
packing.

What do you expect from a camp?
Not many special expectations except that it will be a good experience for Vilhelm
that it would be fun and involving trip where he could get a change to try his wings.
Which we feel that he definitely got. It was a secure and confident guy that came
home.
That it would be a fun and enriching experience for her where she got the
opportunity to grow as a person and to be able to do without mom and dad.
An experience to be without mom and dad. To meet new friends. That it would
involve him.
No special expectations more then we hoped that they would have a fun and
memorable trip. That it would strengthen Erik and are pushing him to talk and read
more English.

That it would be a memory for life for our daughter, that she would see and learn
how it is in other schools in other countries. Learn about the countries culture and
food.

What information would you like to get before the camp?
The information we got was quit enough.
We feel it was enough information that we got.
All was good, good information from Pernilla before camp no need for more.
Good information before camp. Could have been fun to see some photos before, for
example where they were going.
The information we got before camp was good.

Free comments
Erasmus project is a really good idea and I hope the school will continuing with this
projects! It is a fantastic opportunity for the pupils to be able to go like this and to
get the experience over the ordinary. This trip is a memory for life and I think the
children that went will share this positive feeling for a long while. I also think the
bond between the children are stronger now than before. A good plus is that its all
financed by EU so that all the children could have the opportunity to go not just the
families who can afford to send their children.
A week full of experience and fun that the children never will forget. A memory for
life!
Now a day late with this evaluation we can say that it was great! And the
presentation about the camp in school was very good!
We feel it was a fantastic camp and that we are so happy that Erik got a chance to
take part of this! It was a lift for him and very good for the language developing.
We would have appreciated more photos on our children during the campweek. It a
bit hard to be so far away from each other without any contact the whole week. It
would have been fun to see daily update on photos. Other then that we really
appreciate all about this camp. A big thank you for the teachers and the drivers that
was there for our children during the week.

Evaluation Pupils
Best moments at camp: 5 moments
We ate raisin at the military airplane workshop, when we had water war with the
Czech, played air hockey, the zoo, the barbecue.
To meet Marcel, to play football, flying, sport activities at camp area, camp
To meet everybody, to get to know Jasmin, to get to know everybody else, the zoo,
playing sport at camp
When we played volleyball, dancing, singing good night songs, that we celebrating
the birthdays, the Italian boy who danced.
The disco, volleyball, the bus trip to camp, meeting all, the dance from the Italian
boy
The disco, arriving at the camp, meeting Charlotte, learning the dance, the free time
activities.
What did you learn at camp? 5 facts
How to play tennis, to build floats from sticks, a Slovakian dance, how the future
electricity may work.
Play tennis, talking better English, traditional Slovakian dance.
Play tennis, about the future, to build floats, how nuclear plants work, a Slovakian
dance
Count up to 10 in German, dance a Slovakian dance, that you eat a lot of chicken,
that we were good at English and that we couldn’t play volleyball (but now we know
how)
Count up to 20 in German, learned how to talk English better, learned some steps in
breakdance, learned a Slovakian dance, learned how to play football
That Pernilla can broke a shoulder, that we were in the west of Slovakia, to count to
19 in German, to play badminton.
How I met new friends:
Just started to talk
Started to talk
I ran for my life ; ) and I talked
We started to walk together and then started to talk and we know are sending mail.
I asked what there name was and how old they were and then we talked more and
more.
I said Hi
why did I take contact:
because it was the easiest way
it was the easiest way to get new friends

because it was the easiest
because it was the easiest
because when I asked and they asked back we got to know each other better and
then it was easier to talk.
Because it was the easiest way.

What advice would you give for the pupils who are going to the next camp?
Be nice
Talk English and be nice
Be kind, nice and show respect to all
Start talking to the other pupils at camp directly not two days before going home!
Start get to know others fast and start talking so that you don’t find a new friend the
last day at camp.
Make contact with the other pupils directly!
When I go to camp I need to think about:
+ be kind, behave your self, listen.
+be kind, don’t be to shy, be nice
+be kind, be nice, show respect
+make the best of the situation, make someone laugh, make the best of the time
you have
+sleep well, eat a lot, keep a good hygiene
+speak English, listen, say hello early to other

What not to do:
-be mean, not listen, not behave
-be mean
-be bored and show it, jump sack if you are over 30, nag about things at Pernilla
-stay up too late, not listen to the teachers, drink to little
-wait with taking contact, things you are not allowed to do, jumping sack if you are
over 30
Free comments:
The camp was very fun! We met a lot of new friends
It has been a lot of fun with a lot of laughing and warm days!
It was very fun!

Evaluation teachers at camp
The camp was for me
A great experience, a lot of fun, meeting again with my European family and friends,
only happy memories even though some strange accident happened : ).
What I learned from the camp
how fast the Slovakian emergency hall worked, how to build a float of sticks (this I
must do at home), about a coalmine works and what machines are needed, got to
learn new friends, a Slovakian dance and so many more thing.
Free comment
Thank you for a great camp! For your hospitality and for all your help with transport
and translation at the hospital. I´m very thankful to you for this!

Evaluation staff at school
Why is camp important?
To give the pupils an opportunity to see Europe and to experience Europe. The
opportunity to interact with pupils who they must speak English with and due to this
practice the language. This makes the pupils grow as a person and they get an
unforgettable experience.
To give to pupils and the staff an opportunity to meet. To make the project “real”.
They learn a lot, meet pupils from other countries, speak English. Grow as persons
and to be away from the parents.
It´s important that the children meet other children from different countries and
cultures.
Because the children learn a lot and it’s a good experience to see other schools and
countries and how it works there.
How could I support a camp?
Take part in the camp, at home: take good about the camp and all the positive and
fun that comes with a camp.
Participate, give the staff that goes an opportunity to have time to plane, to go and
to evaluate the camp.
Support the pupils. Help them at the camp with the language and other things. Help
when we have camp here with the transport and things that are needed.
Anything that is needed.
I can help fix things that needs to be done before, during and after the camp.
What does a camp need to be successful?
Positive and participating teachers at the camp. Fun activities. Just like the camps
have been : )
Engaged teachers, clear content and schedule. Satisfactory activities.
Engaged teachers, that all is positive. That there is equipment and that the pupils
take contact with other pupils. That all have fun and feel safe.
Good organisation.
A good place for children and teachers to stay in. It’s good if there are some good
things to do, maybe a pool and a playpark.

Germany

The camp was for me

 a wonderful experience to see we can move Europe and that our project
reaches the children.
 Everything worked well and the kids came much faster together.
 It was for me great time and a light after a dark time. And the prove: all
work is it worth to do, when we see the success and the development which
happens in only 7 days.
 The highlight of year 2.
 a great experience, an experience that will remain in my memory forever

What I learned from the camp

 that Slovakia is a beautiful country,
 Radosina has wonderful pupils, interested parents and many powerful
teachers- a unique Gabi-and good partners to work with
 if we work together we solve every situation and reach every aim
 its great to have a European family
 that Slovakia is a beautiful country with interesting places and lovely people.
And I met new nice people who enlarge our European Family.

1. How did you find friends?
 We talked together in English and exchanged presents. Sometimes
was it not easy to talk so we played together.
 We talked together and played the clapping games with our hands.
Sometimes we just made fun or showed us something.
 We played with the ball at the aircraft company, or chasing games or
with the workshop ideas.(Tomas und Pavol)
 Playing football
 I found friends –I talked with them.
 I talked with them or they talked with me. We talked in English. You
don’t have to be afraid to talk in English.
 We told our names and then we played. We talked in English and
made trips together
 I found friends when we made something together.
 Other kids talked with me and we played then.

2. What have you learnt from the camp?
 It’s not important how you look like or what language you speak- it’s
important to be friendly, nice and helpful. In the camp we lived together with
handicapped kids. They could not made handicraft so good, but everybody
has the same right, that’s fair.
 It’s not so hard to be handicapped. We often were together with Michele and
had a lot of fun.
 I learnt that you can have different languages but it’s easy to find new friends
and can make things together. (aircraft company)
 I learnt a lot in English and that you can have friends everywhere.
 You have to talk a lot English. We learnt a dance together.
 I learnt to talk with foreign kids, those kids have the same interest like me,
and we can good play together or sing and dance- no matter what our mother
tongue is.
 More English, find many new friends, a little bit Slovakian (dobre dan..)
 I learnt to count in Swedish



English, many things on our trips

3. What











was the 5 best moments at the camp? (5)
Disco
7x
The police dogs
5x
When I learnt ,played with my pen pal 5x
Chasing games with the Swedish
2x
Making a float
Energolandmuseum
Sport games
Hiking to the zoo
We liked the Swedish kids
Bonfire, barbeque
















Tractor ride
Schoolparty
When we talked with Swedish
Dance training
Morning sport
Trip to the mine
3- D- cinema
Zoo
The trips were nice
Counting in Swedish
Italian bedtime song
Freetime (Tennis)
Our showdance
Talking with the girls at the evenings in the room

4. Which hints would you give to the kid for a camp?
What should they do or don’t do? (je 3 Hinweise)



























Writing a diary
Finding friends
Having fun
Have respect for everyone
And I say only one thing: Find friends, as much as you can
Taking enough clothes
Talking in English with the others or try it
Using the sport grounds
Practise your English
Be helpful
Being a good friend and taking part in everything
Listen to the teachers
Try the food
Be open for everything
Don’t be afraid to talk with other kids
Stay in the group
Pack your suitcase
Holding contacts
Beeing nice and helpful
Follow the rules
Be open to other kids
Behave yourself
Learning about other countries
Having fun
You should like to travel away.









Don’t lie
Dont broke something
Do your tasks
Dont mean or fight
Dont make nonsense
Listen to the teachers
Try the food and don’t say stupid words or complain 2x

2x











Don’t say: I don’t o this
Don’t play to much with digital toys
Don’t have prejudices
Dont exclude someone
no homesick
dont hate kids
dont shout loud other kids
dont laugh about other kids
Dont make others angry

2x

5. Free comment?
 The camp was great but in Czech was a little bit better.
 Dear Steffi, dear Ivonne, I think it was great what you have done with us. When
we made something wrong you always fixed it or made the best of it.
 It was nice again, the bus drives were nice, Mrs Ludwig and Mrs. Giersich too,
thank you that I could come again.
 I liked the time at the camp. I would like to go again.
 I don’t regret to go into the camp!
 It was super. Thank you to the two super teachers.
 It was super I would like to go again.
 It was great; I would like to go again.

1. What did your child tell you about the camp?
 It was nice, she learnt many new friends. She knew her pen pal and
talked with her and this wasn’t so hard than expected. There were many
attractions (Mine, Zoo, Disco.. ) The food was’nt so tasty, there was a lot
of soup.
 The rooms were so nice, but the bath and floors were new. The week was
fine, Czech was a little bit better. She found it pity not to go in the pool.
 All things: nice activitities. He was proud to be in a big room alone with
his friend, disco was the best and playing foot ball with the Swedish was
great again
 He told from the trips, that there was a lot of soup to eat, from the kids
with handicaps
 She liked it to know new friends. She talked about the rooms, the camp
and the highlights (police dogs, mine, partner school)
 She met her pen pal, disrobed the trips, the highlights police dogs and
disco, the long bus trip, the nice bus drivers, teachers, and many
experiences with the camp kids
 It was very nice, met new friends, good food, nice weather
 It was nice to meet the pen pals, the mine was interesting, the museum
cool, the whole trip was great
 She told us everything most without any questions, she told about the
bus trip, the room with TV, the girls,, the new friends, talking English,
meeting with pen pals, the school, the disco, the morning sport, the
dance, the fire brigade, the police dogs, the zoo, the ride with the tractor,
the birthdays, the shows and songs, the major an the medial’s, , the not
so tasty food, the Swedish boys, the stop at mc Donald’s…
2. What do you expect from a camp?
 A lot of fun and getting to know kids from the other countries.
 Collecting new experiences , new people, ( country, traditions, language)
 That our child get open minded, learning other customs and languages,
using is language competences and try to communicate and the “normal
added values from a school camp” more self-confident…
 That the kids are more open and tolerant, that they work together,
jumping over the fences and talk together in English, don’t be so shy
 Developing self-confident and self-management of my child, open for
other countries, waking interests for other cultures, man many new
experiences and great moments
 Developing social habits, English, unforgettable experiences
 Great free time offers, safeties on the trips, good food, knowledge about
the country
 That my child is feeling well, taking positive experiences from the trip and
the camp
 We hoped that the camp makes our child more open self-confident. That
she recognises each human is special, no matter from where and how the
life is. Learning new customs about other countries, to learn how
important it is to help each other to work together and standing for each
other.

6. How did you /would you prepare your child for camp?
 There was 1 parents meeting at school, several Emails. That was a
good way.
 We practised a little bit English, talked how to communicate with out
using languages, and that there must be no fears- each child at the
camp has git the same problems.
 .. We had experiences from the last year. So we just talked about that
he stands s for Germany. A little bit preparation is always good.
 Normal talks about it, his experiences from the school trips and just a
little bit about the long distance
 Several talks about behaviour , going with the group, changing
clothes, no conflicts with others, packing the suitcase together,
watching the homepage, Google maps
 Be open and tolerant to other people, people with handicaps,
respecting everyone and everyone’s opinion, answers and questions in
English, present for pen pal
 Talking about behaviour, taking care about the things, getting in
contact
 My child prepared by itself
 She could decide by her own to apply, we support this, we haven’t
talked about negative thing, underline advantages and the bid chance
to represent Germany and the school, having fun an d enjoy the trip,
getting new friends and be open, giving tips for bad moods

7. Free comment
 Go on! It’s a great experience for kids, (lessons at school are important too
don’t miss those).
 We are happy about your engagement for these European project and
hope for future camp kids, that you will have a long ongoing power.. For
our kids were these unique experiences, which helped the kids to loose
the fears and shy to talk with foreign kids in holidays. Go on!
 My child was excited and got a rich knowlegde and experiences. We could
recommend this for each child to take this chance. Thank you for the
great organisation and making this camp successful
 Great thing –go on! :-)
 Thank you it was an unforgettable experience
 We regret nothing!! Our child liked it very much and would apply again. It
was nice that the kids in the German group helped each other too (even
with making tails..) A big praise and thank you to Mrs. Ludwig and Mrs
Giersich!!! Everything was well organised, we were informed all the time.
You had a big responsibility- everything went well Thank you!

